Male song stability shows cross-year repeatability but does not affect reproductive success in a wild passerine bird
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Abstract

1. Predictable behaviour (or “behavioural stability”) might be favoured in certain ecological contexts, e.g. when representing a quality signal. Costs associated with producing stable phenotypes imply selection should favour plasticity in stability when beneficial. Repeatable among-individual differences in degree of stability are simultaneously expected if individuals differ in ability to pay these costs, or in how they resolve cost-benefit trade-offs.

2. Bird song represents a prime example, where stability may be costly yet beneficial when stable singing is a quality signal favoured by sexual selection. Assuming energetic costs, ecological variation (e.g. in food availability) should result in both within- and among-individual variation in stability. If song stability represents a quality signal, we expect directional selection favouring stable singers.

3. For a three-year period, we monitored 12 nest box plots of great tits *Parus major* during breeding. We recorded male songs during simulated territory intrusions, twice during their mate’s laying stage, and twice during incubation. Each preceding winter, we manipulated food availability. Assuming that stability is costly, we expected food-supplemented males to sing more stable songs. We also expected males to sing more stable songs early in the breeding season (when paternity is not decided), and stable singers to have increased reproductive success.

4. We found strong support for plasticity in stability for two key song characteristics: minimum frequency and phrase length. Males were plastic because they became more
stable over the season, contrary to expectations. Food-supplementation did not affect body condition but increased stability in minimum frequency. This treatment effect occurred only in one year, implying that food supplementation affected stability only in interaction with (unknown) year-specific ecological factors.

5. We found no support for directional, correlational, or fluctuating selection on the stability in minimum frequency (i.e., the song trait whose stability exhibited cross-year repeatability): stable singers did not have higher reproductive success. Our findings imply that stability in minimum frequency is not a fitness quality indicator unless males enjoy fitness benefits via pathways not studied here. Future studies should thus address the mechanisms shaping and maintaining individual repeatability of song stability in the wild.
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Introduction

Within-individual variation in behaviour occurs because individuals vary their behaviour in response to environmental changes they experienced within their lifetime (Dingemanse et al., 2010; Nussey et al., 2007). Individuals can also vary their behaviour within a given (set of) environmental condition(s). The resulting “intra-individual variation” (Stamps et al., 2012; Westneat et al., 2015) affects how predictable individuals are to others. Behaving (un)predictably can be advantageous but costs and benefits are trait- and context-specific. Consequently, behavioural stability and the ability to flexibly adjust it (“plasticity in stability”) is likely under selection. For example, behaving unpredictably can increase survival during predator attacks
(Brembs, 2011; Briffa, 2013; Domenici et al., 2008; Jones et al., 2011), while behaving predictably can also be favoured, e.g., when representing a quality indicator under sexual selection (Sakata et al., 2008; Schuett et al., 2010). Despite its importance, few studies have estimated the fitness consequences of behavioural stability (Byers, 2007).

Behavioural stability may evolve if repeatable and heritable (Martin et al., 2017; Prentice et al., 2020; Stamps et al., 2012; Westneat et al., 2013). Variation in stability might exist for various reasons (Hertel et al., 2021; Jolles et al., 2019; Mitchell et al., 2021). First, trade-offs between mean and variance (within the same or across traits) might be resolved differently among individuals. Those may occur between social/energetic costs vs. signal values in communication (Grava et al., 2013; Rivera-Gutierrez et al., 2010), or between strength vs. precision/skill in agonistic interactions (Lane & Briffa, 2020; Reichert & Gerhardt, 2012). Second, behavioural stability might be beneficial yet costly, and individuals might vary in ability to pay these costs. Finally, if stability is a fitness indicator trait, selection would act to erode variation, and variation would then persist because of mutation-selection balance (Aukl et al., 2010; Sakata et al., 2008; Schuett et al., 2010).

Bird song is highly suitable for testing hypotheses on behavioural stability (Patricelli & Hebets, 2016; Sakata & Vehrencamp, 2012; Westneat et al., 2015). The stereotypic, ongoing production of acoustic signals requires repeated activity of syringeal and respiratory muscles and is energetically costly (Grava et al., 2012; Sakata & Vehrencamp, 2012; Suthers & Zollinger, 2004). Individuals should thus upregulate song stability of certain traits only when benefits outweigh costs. For example, if a male’s song stability reduces how much its breeding partner engages in extra-pair matings, males should produce stable songs before (but not necessarily after) clutch completion. Similarly, if beneficial yet energetically costly, access to supplementary food
should increase stability. Ultimately, we expect performance limits to song stability if traded-off with other traits (Podos, 1997). We then expect repeatable variation when individual differences in quality result from variation in early-life conditions causing silver spoon effects ("developmental stress hypothesis"; Holveck et al., 2008; MacDougall-Shackleton & Spencer, 2012; Van De Pol et al., 2006). Some studies reported that song stability affects predictors of fitness, such as dominance, or fitness components, such as extra-pair offspring (Botero et al., 2009; Byers, 2007; De Kort et al., 2009; Taff et al., 2012). Nevertheless, relatively few studies have directly tested for a pattern of positive selection which is expected when song stability is indeed a quality indicator. Unfortunately, past studies often relied on methodological and statistical practices that produce biased estimates (Cleasby et al., 2015), such on one-year studies or “statistics-on-statistics” (reviewed in Text S1 and Table S1). We thus require field studies specifically designed to acquire unbiased estimates of individual variation in stability, and selection acting on this variation. This represents the aim of the current study.

In our study species, the great tit (Parus major), song stability research has focused on minimum frequency and phrase length. Minimum frequency is repeatable and may be an important signal trait under sexual selection (Cardoso, 2012; Halfwerk et al., 2011; Patel et al., 2010). In some species, birds producing stable frequencies are larger (Bartsch et al., 2016) and produce more extra-pair offspring (Byers, 2007). Furthermore, minimum frequency plastically varies among songs (Cardoso & Atwell, 2011), phrases within songs (Cardoso & Atwell, 2011), song types (Logue et al., 2007; Slabbekoorn & den Boer-Visser, 2006), and elements within song types and phrases (Marler & Isaac, 1960). Great tits sing low songs mostly prior to egg fertilization (Halfwerk et al. 2011) and those with lower minimum frequencies produced more stable songs (Lambrechts, 1997). This suggests that stability of the minimum frequency of low-frequency songs
could either be a direct or indirect target of sexual selection by female preference (Cramer, 2013b). Along the same lines, selection is thought to favour stability in phrase length (Lambrechts & Dhondt, 1986; Weary, 1989). Great and blue tits (*Cyanistes caeruleus*) producing stable phrase lengths are found to be dominant and have higher reproductive success (Lambrechts & Dhondt, 1986; Poesel & Kempenaers, 2000). The stable production of phrase lengths may further be costly because fatigue negatively affects it (Lambrechts & Dhondt, 1986).

We estimated within- and among-year repeatability of stability in two song traits, and quantified environmental factors moderating their stability. We repeatedly recorded songs of the same birds, elicited during simulated territory intrusions. We expected males to up-regulate song stability during their mate’s laying stage, thus for it to change seasonally within individuals. This assumes that singing stable songs is costly, which we tested using supplementary feeding experiments that we conducted outside the breeding season: winter food should improve body condition, in turn enabling males to produce more stable songs. Finally, we tested whether song stability affected key components of reproductive success.

**Methods**

Data were collected over three years (2017-2019) in 12 nest box plots between Starnberg and Herrsching am Ammersee (Bavaria, Germany) (Nicolaus et al., 2015). Each plot contained 50 boxes in a grid (50 m apart). Boxes were monitored April-July to quantify lay date, clutch size, and fledgling number (Nicolaus et al. 2015). We caught breeders in their box when offspring were 10-12 days old, measured morphology and behaviour, and ringed those not previously ringed. Fourteen days after hatching, we measured the nestlings. The number of nestlings on that day was
then compared to the deceased nestlings found 19-21 days after hatching to quantify fledgling number.

We manipulated food availability from July through March. We placed feeders baited with sunflower seeds in half of the plots (“treated”); supplementary food was not provided in the remaining plots (“control”). We randomly assigned plot treatment; half of the plots switched treatment across years in a stratified random design to ensure each plot received each treatment at least once over the three years. In treated plots, we placed a feeder at four locations to avoid resource monopolisation. We estimated natural winter food availability by counting beech seeds (the species’ main winter food source; van Balen, 1980), in four 30×30-cm sections arranged in a transect under ten European beeches (*Fagus sylvatica*) in the study area. Counts showed a distinct binary pattern, and natural winter food availability was thus categorized as “no seeds” (2018) vs. “seeds” (“mast years”; 2017 and 2019). This pattern was expected because mast years are normally followed by years without seeds (Van Balen, 1980).

**Simulated territory intrusions**

We acquired repeated song recordings by subjecting each male in each year to four simulated territorial intrusions during its first breeding attempt: two times during egg-laying (1 and 3 days after the first egg was observed) and two times during incubation (1 and 3 days after clutch incubation was confirmed). We placed a taxidermic model of a conspecific male as visual stimulus (on a 1.2 m pole one meter in front of the box), while playing back a conspecific song as acoustic stimulus (using a Foxpro Shockwave speaker placed under the model on the ground) (Strauß et al. 2020).

We randomly assigned models (n=23) and playbacks (n=174). In 2017, we used 13 songs as playback stimuli from 13 different locally recorded birds. In 2018 and 2019, we added 161
playback songs from recordings made during the 2017-experiments. To create song variation that mimicked natural variation, we used—from the same recording—complete strophes followed by their respective silent intervals. Playbacks had an average strophe length of 1.85 s (min-max: 0.84 - 3.58 s) and an average minimum frequency of 3335 Hz (2528 - 4153 Hz). During playback creation and broadcasting, amplitudes were adjusted via normalization and speaker settings to similar levels. Playbacks were repeated until the test ended. After the focal male entered a 15-m radius around the box, we recorded its behaviour and song for three minutes. The observer (15 meters from the box) took recordings with a windscreen-covered directional microphone (Sennheiser ME66/K6) attached to a recorder (TASCAM DR-05, recording 44.1 kHz, 16-bit WAV files). Subjects not arriving within 15 min were scored “non-responsive” (Araya-Ajoy and Dingemanse 2014; 2017).

**Song analysis**

Acoustic parameters were extracted using Avisoft SAS Lab Pro (Avisoft Bioacoustics, Specht 2002). We applied band-pass filters to remove background noise outside the species-specific frequency song range (2.0-8.0 kHz). We subsequently increased amplitudes using the normalization function. Concurrently, we produced a spectrogram per strophe (FFT length: 1024, Overlap: 87.5%, Window: Hamming) to detect and exclude low quality (e.g. noisy) recordings. We extracted spectral and temporal features per element using the automatic measurements function (three thresholds: -24 dB, start: -16 dB, end: -12 dB, hold time: 10 ms, minimum length: 30 ms). This function recorded, for each element, start time, end time, and peak frequency for both time points; we used the lower point to measure minimum frequency (Fig. 1). We manually excluded elements overlapping spectrally and temporally with the (readily identifiable) playback stimulus song. We manually deleted noises and playback songs without temporal overlap when
affecting automated element detection. Observers performing checks were trained by scoring >2800 measurements of sixteen recordings; unknown to the observer, those consisted of two duplicates of eight files in random order. Observers started scoring data when their between- and within-observer repeatability was ≥0.9 (Table S2). Each phrase was assigned to one of 53 song types defined for this population by one observer (A.H.). Song types were classified beforehand using structural measurements, i.e. the number of elements per repeated phrase (one, two, three, or more), element structure within phrase (tonal, frequency modulated or resembling harmonics), and the combination of elements within a phrase (e.g. tonal plus “harmonics”, or two frequency modulated plus a tonal). Differences in frequency or length (of single elements or the complete phrase) were not used to differentiate song types.

**Figure 1:** Illustration of song components. We show two schematic songs (strophes) of one song type within one recording. The first strophe consists of three, the second of two, phrases; each phrase contains two elements (grey). Phrase length was defined as time elapsed between the start of a focal and the subsequent phrase within a strophe (dotted lines).
**Statistical analysis**

We quantified, first, patterns of within- and among-individual variation in song stability, and second, links between individual stability and reproductive parameters among-individuals. To address the first question, we used univariate double hierarchical generalized linear mixed models (DHGLMs) to simultaneously estimate random and fixed effects associated with the “mean” and “variance” parts of the model (Lee & Nelder, 2006; Rönnegård et al., 2010). We analysed variation in (1) minimum frequency (the lower of the two peak frequencies per element) and (2) phrase length (time elapsed between the onsets of subsequent phrases; by nature missing for the strophe’s last phrase). Previous studies analysed lowest elements per strophe/phrase (e.g. Bermúdez-Cuamatzin et al., 2011). We did not have specific hypotheses/predictions about variance within or among strophes/phrases; we thus analysed variation among all elements (within and among phrases) as an integrative measure of spectral variability.

We ran three models per response (“base”, “environmental”, and “song type”). All fitted random intercepts for individual (n=273 levels) and recording identity (n=585 levels) for both parts. Following Araya-Ajoy et al. (2015), we included random intercepts for each combination of individual and year (“individual-year”; n=334 levels). This separated transitory (repeatable within-year) from long-term (repeatable among-year) individual effects. Variance among individual-years is attributable to environmental factors that are individual-year specific; this causes repeatability due to environmental confounds in single-year repeated measures datasets (i.e., pseudo-repeatability). Variance among individuals instead reflects whether an individual’s year-specific mean is repeatable across years (i.e., long-term repeatability). Finally, by adding recording identity, we used the repeated measures data (for elements, or phrases) within recordings to estimate whether average levels of behaviour differed between recordings within individuals.
within years. All models included the unique combination of plot and year (plot-year; n=34 levels) as a random effect for both parts; fitting this dummy variable avoided pseudo-replicated estimates for food-supplementation treatment, which varied among plot-years. We performed explorative analyses to investigate observer (n=10 levels) and playback stimulus effects (n=158 levels, 16 playbacks were not used in recordings selected for the analyses), fitted as additional random effects for both parts. Neither observer nor playback identity were important (Table S3) and therefore excluded from further analyses. All models included year, fitted as a fixed factor because it contained few levels (n=3) (Zuur et al., 2009). Models estimated the covariance between “mean” and “variance” among individuals, individual-years, and recordings. Among individuals, this covariance estimates whether an individual’s average behaviour correlates with its stability.

We expanded this Base model in two steps. First, we included nest stage (egg-laying vs. incubation), test number (first vs. second test within nest stage), and supplementary feeding treatment (vs. control) as fixed effects. Supplementary feeding is often not effective in mast-years (Perdeck et al., 2000); we considered this by fitting a year-treatment interaction. All fixed effects were fitted to both parts. We expanded this Environmental model by including random intercepts for song type (varying within and among individuals; n=53 levels) for both parts, while additionally fitting the covariance between “mean” and “variance” parts at this level (Song type model). This tested whether variation in mean and/or residual variance was attributable to song type. Do individuals differ in stability because they use different song types, and do they change stability by switching song types? If so, point estimates of other variance estimates should shrink when including song type in the model.

We collected 124,921 data points (number of elements). To manage computational time, we analysed only the first two phrases per strophe. This resulted in 21,578 and 20,618 data points
for the minimum frequency and phrase length, respectively. For minimum frequency, we ran the base model also on the full database, but this did not yield different results compared to the reduced dataset (Table S4). We thus used the reduced dataset throughout.

To address links between fitness and song stability, we used multivariate DHGLMs; those combined our base models with a linear-mixed effect model to avoid “statistics-on-statistics”. However, these models did not converge. As an alternative, we extracted the Best Linear Unbiased Predictors (BLUPs) for each individual’s mean and stability from the base model and used those as covariates in a set of linear mixed-effect models. We focused exclusively on the trait exhibiting among-individual variance in stability, (minimum frequency); analyses were conducted for four breeding parameters: 1) lay date 2) clutch size, 3) probability to produce at least one fledgling (“nest success”), and 4) number of fledglings for successful nests. In our population complete nest failures are caused by extreme events such as cold spells or predation (Marques-Santos & Dingemanse, 2020); we thus limited model 4 to nests with at least one fledgling. For each response, we fitted random intercepts for individual, plot, and plot-year identity, and included year as fixed factor.

Model set-up and interpretation of estimates

Analyses were performed in R v.3.6.1 (R Core Team 2019). DHGLMs were implemented using the “brms” package (Bürkner, 2017). Each DHGLM fitted default priors for all parameters. See Text S2 and Table S5 for model fitting procedures, performance, and diagnostics statistics. Linear mixed-effect models for our reproductive success analyses were implemented using the “lme4” package. Posterior distributions of model estimates were derived from 2000 simulations conducted using the “sim” function of the package “arm”. We present mean ($\beta$ for fixed effects in mean part, $\gamma$ for fixed effects in variance part, and $\delta$ for random effects) and 95% credible intervals
(CIs) for all parameters. All estimates are based on the posterior distributions of the models. For residual variance, estimates are presented on the log-scale. Fixed effects are regarded “strongly supported” when their 95% CIs did not overlap zero; the probability of the effect size being unequal zero is then <0.05 (Hadfield 2010). We regarded 95% CIs overlapping zero but showing substantial skew in one direction as “moderate support” for an effect. We viewed variation attributable to random effects supported when their lower 95% CI did not include zero.

**Animal Ethics**

The study was approved by the Regierung Oberbayern (ROB-55.2-2532.Vet_02-17-215) and followed ethical guidelines for the treatment of animals in research (“Guidelines for the Treatment of Animals in Behavioural Research and Teaching,” 2016).

**Results**

**Descriptive statistics**

We conducted 2,740 simulated territory intrusions; 1,582 resulted in a recording, 586 (of 273 males) were suitable for analysis. These included 6,544 songs, and 21,578 analysable elements (106,663 for the full database, Table S4). Birds sang (mean±SE) 23.9±0.6 songs, with 8.1±0.2 phrases. Males contributed on average, 2.45 recordings (range: 1-9) to the analyses. Fifty-two individuals were recorded in two years, five in all three years.

Great tits sang with an average minimum frequency of 4090 Hz (variance 700 Hz) and an average phrase length of 0.46 s (variance 0.09 s). During egg laying, minimum frequency was 4015 Hz (variance 658 Hz) compared to 4124 Hz (variance 711 Hz) during incubation. Average phrase lengths were similar for the two contexts (0.46 s), but variance differed (egg laying: 0.10 s; incubation: 0.08 s).
Sources of variation in behavioural mean

For the mean part of our models (Table 1a), patterns of variation differed between the two song traits. For minimum frequency, all random effects (except for plot-year) were supported (with CIs not including zero; Table 1a). Frequencies were more similar within vs. among recordings of the same individual, implying day-specific environmental effects within individuals (recording identity effects). Average values over all elements within recordings were also more similar for recordings taken in the same year (individual-year identity effects), implying year-specific environmental effects within individuals (i.e., “pseudo-repeatability”). Finally, an individual’s grand mean annual value was repeatable among years (individual identity effects). This implied genuine (long-term) repeatable differences. For phrase length, by contrast, effects of neither individual-year nor individual were supported (owing to CIs including zero) (Table1a). Thus, phrase length showed neither pseudo- nor genuine repeatability. As above, recording identity effects were supported, implying day-specific environmental effects within individuals. Neither trait showed spatiotemporal variation (plot-year identity).

Environmental models (Table S6a) moderately supported seasonal changes in minimum frequency: for nest stage, CIs were skewed away from, but still slightly overlapped, zero ($\beta = -0.08$, 95% CI: -0.17, 0.01). Birds produced lower frequencies when their mate was incubating. For phrase length, by contrast, shortening with repeated exposure was strongly supported (effect of test number within nest stage: $\beta = -0.01$, 95% CI: -0.03, -0.00). Minimum frequency did not vary with test number, and phrase length did not vary with nest stage. Food supplementation affected neither trait nor were treatment effects year-specific (Table S6a).
Minimum frequency and phrase length both varied among song types (song type models; Table S7a): certain song types were shorter and had, on average, lower minimum frequencies than others. There was more variance among song types than among levels of other random effects. Importantly, inclusion of song type did not reduce point estimates for any random or fixed effect (Table S7a). It did increase the CIs of the random effect individual-year identity. This may signal increased uncertainty due to increased model complexity or suggest that year-specific individual differences were partly mediated by song type change.

**Sources of variation in behavioural stability**

For the variance part of our models (Table 1b, Fig. 2), patterns of variation also differed between the song traits. Stability in minimum frequency exhibited both short- and long-term repeatability. Though stability in phrase length showed short-term repeatability (i.e., a individual-year effect), as above, 95% CIs for individual identity effects touched zero, suggesting lack of support for cross-year repeatability.

Against expectations, our models strongly supported, and for both traits, a pattern where birds became more—not less—stable during incubation (environmental models; Table S6b). Food supplementation made males sing with higher stability in terms of minimum frequency but not phrase length. This treatment effect was year-specific: a negative treatment effect on residual variance was only supported in 2017 (main effect of food treatment effect; Table S6b). In the other years, the effect of food supplementation was significantly more positive in comparison (2018 × food treatment, 2019 × food treatment; Table S6b). However, adding the interaction effects to the
estimates for 2017 revealed no support for positive effects in either of the two years. Thus, food supplementation did not affect stability in those years.

For both traits, stability varied among song types (song type models; Table S7b, Fig. 2): certain song types had higher spectral (minimum frequency) and temporal (phrase length) stability. Most variance was among recordings or song types. Importantly, the inclusion of song type only explained residual variance in stability (Table S7b; Fig. 2), within- and among-individual variation in stability were not affected: neither among- nor within-variation in stability arose from variation in song type.

Figure 2: Estimates of variance in residual variance among five random effects for minimum
frequency (A) and phrase length (B). Estimates of base (empty square), environmental (filled triangle) and song type models (crossed out circle) are presented. Error bars indicate upper and lower credible intervals, vertical dotted lines represent zero to illustrate estimates not touching zero and thus supporting variation.

**Correlations between mean and stability**

For both song traits, mean and variance positively correlated among recordings: when individuals increased minimum frequency (or phrase length) across recordings, they also became less stable (Recording identity correlation) (Table 1c). Mean-variance correlations were very uncertain at the individual and individual-year identity level, thus not interpretable, though mean-variance relationships were similar across most levels (Table 1c): individuals producing higher minimum frequencies likely also produced less stable songs. Mean-variance correlations among song types were also supported: song types of higher frequency (or with longer phrase lengths) were less stable (Table S7c).

Table 1: Effect sizes and 95% credible intervals (CI) for predictors of mean (a) and residual variance (b) in minimum frequency and phrase length, and (c) mean-variance correlations (Base models).
### Food manipulation and body condition

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(a) Means</th>
<th>Minimum frequency</th>
<th>Phrase length</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Fixed Effects</strong></td>
<td><strong>β (95% CI)</strong></td>
<td><strong>β (95% CI)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>-0.01 (-0.10, 0.09)</td>
<td>0.45 (0.43, 0.46)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year 2018</td>
<td>-0.04 (-0.17, 0.09)</td>
<td>0.01 (-0.01, 0.03)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year 2019</td>
<td>-0.04 (-0.19, 0.10)</td>
<td>0.02 (-0.00, 0.04)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Random Effects</strong></td>
<td><strong>σ² (95% CI)</strong></td>
<td><strong>σ² (95% CI)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Individual</td>
<td>0.23 (0.07, 0.32)</td>
<td>0.03 (0.01, 0.04)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Individual-year</td>
<td>0.11 (0.01, 0.27)</td>
<td>0.01 (0.00, 0.03)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recording</td>
<td>0.47 (0.42, 0.51)</td>
<td>0.07 (0.07, 0.08)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plot-year</td>
<td>0.05 (0.00, 0.13)</td>
<td>0.01 (0.00, 0.02)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### (b) Residual variances

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Fixed Effects</strong></th>
<th><strong>φ (95% CI)</strong></th>
<th><strong>φ (95% CI)</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>-0.43 (-0.52, -0.35)</td>
<td>-3.86 (-3.99, -3.73)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year 2018</td>
<td>0.03 (-0.08, 0.14)</td>
<td>0.06 (-0.11, 0.24)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year 2019</td>
<td>0.05 (-0.07, 0.17)</td>
<td>-0.07 (-0.26, 0.12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Random Effects</strong></td>
<td><strong>σ² (95% CI)</strong></td>
<td><strong>σ² (95% CI)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Individual</td>
<td>0.14 (0.01, 0.25)</td>
<td>0.10 (0.00, 0.24)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Individual-year</td>
<td>0.17 (0.02, 0.27)</td>
<td>0.13 (0.01, 0.28)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recording</td>
<td>0.38 (0.34, 0.42)</td>
<td>0.76 (0.71, 0.82)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plot-year</td>
<td>0.05 (0.00, 0.13)</td>
<td>0.07 (0.00, 0.18)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### (c) Mean-variance Correlations (a × b)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>r (95% CI)</strong></th>
<th><strong>r (95% CI)</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Individual</td>
<td>0.37 (-0.77, 0.95)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Individual-year</td>
<td>0.25 (-0.90, 0.97)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recording</td>
<td>0.44 (0.33, 0.55)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
We found no support for the prediction that winter food supplementation bettered the males’ condition. Following beech mast years, body mass during breeding increased by 0.34g (0.02 – 0.63) but neither body mass during winter, nor body mass during breeding were affected by food supplementation (Table S8).

Reproductive success

We found either no—or at best weak—support for fitness effects of bird song. Effects were neither found with respect to an individual’s average level of singing nor with respect to its stability. Briefly, neither lay date, clutch size, probability to produce fledglings, nor the number of fledglings varied with an individual’s mean or stability in behavior (Table 2, Fig. 3). Analyses of fitness are detailed in the supplementary, where we also describe further models exploring correlational and heterogeneous selection, which also did not fit the data (Text S3, Tables S9 & S10).

Table 2: Effect sizes and 95% credible intervals (CI) for long-term individual-specific estimates of mean and variance (=instability) in minimum frequency on reproductive parameters. All models control for effects of year.
(a) Means

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Lay date (N = 362)</th>
<th>Clutch size (N = 362)</th>
<th>Nest success (N = 362)</th>
<th>Number fledglings (N = 321)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Fixed effects</strong></td>
<td><strong>β (95% CI)</strong></td>
<td><strong>β (95% CI)</strong></td>
<td><strong>β (95% CI)</strong></td>
<td><strong>β (95% CI)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intercept*</td>
<td>7.80 (6.43, 9.22)</td>
<td>8.39 (8.05, 8.72)</td>
<td>2.19 (1.59, 2.80)</td>
<td>5.00 (4.60, 5.39)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year 2018</td>
<td>13.01 (11.60, 14.46)</td>
<td>0.05 (-0.31, 0.41)</td>
<td>0.92 (-0.10, 1.94)</td>
<td>2.23 (1.75, 2.71)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year 2019</td>
<td>4.99 (3.46, 6.45)</td>
<td>-0.68 (-1.11, -0.28)</td>
<td>-0.96 (-1.72, -0.20)</td>
<td>-0.76 (-1.32, -0.21)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum frequency (mean)*</td>
<td>-0.37 (-5.13, 4.37)</td>
<td>-0.19 (-1.73, 1.28)</td>
<td>-1.20 (-4.08, 1.67)</td>
<td>-0.08 (-1.75, 1.51)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum frequency (variance)**</td>
<td>9.28 (-0.37, 19.34)</td>
<td>-0.24 (-3.24, 2.76)</td>
<td>2.52 (-3.20, 8.03)</td>
<td>0.25 (-2.91, 3.43)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Random effects</strong></td>
<td><strong>σ² (95% CI)</strong></td>
<td><strong>σ² (95% CI)</strong></td>
<td><strong>σ² (95% CI)</strong></td>
<td><strong>σ² (95% CI)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Individual</td>
<td>3.27 (2.64, 4.05)</td>
<td>0.44 (0.36, 0.53)</td>
<td>0 (0, 0)</td>
<td>0.22 (0.17, 0.27)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plot-year</td>
<td>0.43 (0.24, 0.66)</td>
<td>0.003 (0.001, 0.004)</td>
<td>0 (0, 0)</td>
<td>0.11 (0.06, 0.18)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plot</td>
<td>4.33 (1.72, 8.19)</td>
<td>0.14 (0.05, 0.26)</td>
<td>0 (0, 0)</td>
<td>0.11 (0.04, 0.21)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residual</td>
<td>23.16 (20.12, 26.63)</td>
<td>1.94 (1.67, 2.24)</td>
<td>3.29*</td>
<td>2.32 (1.97, 2.70)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Reproductive parameters for birds breeding in 2017 with population level mean and RWV of minimum frequency
** Residual variance fixed to π²/3 for binary models
* Higher values imply decreased behavioral stability
* An individual’s merit for each trait was estimated as its Best Linear Unbiased Predictor
Figure 3: Four reproductive parameters as a function of the Best Linear Unbiased Predictor (BLUP) of instability in minimum frequency for each individual. Black lines represent linear slopes, grey areas confidence intervals.
Discussion

We showed that great tits were plastic and repeatable in song stability both within and across years. Within years, phenotypic plasticity occurred because males changed song stability over the season. Across years, individuals varied their stability with individual-specific environmental factors that were stable within years but changed across years. Individual differences in stability were thus partly repeatable over short time spans (causing within-year repeatability). Such effects would lead to individual repeatability in stability in single-year studies because testing conditions are repeatable (thus pseudo-repeatability). Simultaneously, we found strong evidence for individual differences in stability that were repeatable over long time spans (causing cross-year repeatability).

Individual differences in singing did not correlate with any of our measures of reproductive success. This either means that song stability does not represent a quality indicator, or that it affects fitness via other pathways, such as survival, or extra-pair paternity. This raises the question of which mechanisms cause and maintain individual variation in bird song stability. Finally, these patterns of variation characterized only one of the studied traits (minimum frequency), implying that biological processes shaping song stability are, in addition, trait-specific. Overall, our study thereby exemplifies the utility of multi-trait and multi-year studies in the specific context of song stability but also in bird song studies in general.

Plasticity in behavioural stability

We demonstrated plasticity in bird song stability: males changed stability over days and years. Some of this temporal variation resulted from seasonal plasticity as individuals increased
stability from laying to incubation. We expected benefits of stability to peak prior to egg laying, when great tits invest more in low-frequency song types during dawn-chorus singing at their mate’s nest box (Halfwerk et al., 2011). Opposite to expectations, stability increased over the season. During egg laying, our great tits respond to intrusions by alarm calling and using physical aggression; they shift to singing during incubation (Araya-Ajoy & Dingemanse, 2014; Strauß et al., 2020). Stability may therefore at best only represent a quality signal when stakes are not peaking but when birds still strongly rely on singing. We also detected unexplained within-individual variation in stability. Birds may face day-to-day changes in food availability or microclimatic factors affecting energy reserves, thus their production of high-quality songs (Barnett & Briskie, 2007; Strauß et al., 2020; Thomas, 1999). Among years, song stability may vary with spring temperature, territory quality, breeding density, or age (Botero et al., 2009; De Kort et al., 2009; Grava et al., 2012; Strauß et al., 2020). Importantly, males did not plastically shift their stability by changing song types, though song types differed in length, minimum frequency and stability (see also Logue et al., 2007; Slabbekoorn & den Boer-Visser, 2006).

Our experimental food manipulation, furthermore, revealed year-specific effects of food supplementation on stability. Stability increased in one of two beech mast years. This finding implies that factors other than natural winter food availability (e.g. snow cover, temperature) mediated food supplementation effects. We considered food supplementation because we assumed it would improve the condition of supplemented birds at the onset of the breeding season, such that fewer additional resources would have to be gathered to develop high quality (stable) songs. Indeed, birds were heavier during breeding after natural beech crop years. We thus tested whether body mass (during winter or breeding) was affected by food supplementation, which was not the case. We should therefore also consider processes other than phenotypic plasticity. For example,
if stable singers are more competitive (Botero et al., 2009), they might have prioritized access to high-density environments created by our manipulation. Regardless of whether experimental effects were caused by plasticity vs. non-random settlement, our results do not easily match the idea that stability acts as a general signal of quality (Zsebők et al., 2017): supportive evidence was absent in two out of three years.

Several other studies also manipulated environmental conditions to test for adaptive shifts in stability. For example, variance-sensitive foraging theory posits that selection can favour individuals that accept risks during foraging when faced with demanding or unfavourable conditions; several studies show experimental increases in brood demand increasing within-individual variance in parental provisioning (Mathot et al., 2017; Westneat et al., 2013, 2017). Individuals also adaptively downregulate behavioural stability to reduce predation risk (Briffa et al., 2013). Finally, exploring many behavioural options early in life, can be adaptive when high behavioural variance facilitates learning optimal behaviour (Brembs, 2011), which may then be followed by increasing stability in adulthood when the optimal behaviours are adopted (Biro & Adriaenssens, 2013; De Kort et al., 2009). Interestingly, previous experiments also revealed year-specific effects on behavioural stability when studied in a foraging (rather than communication) context (Mathot et al., 2017). This and our study combined thus demonstrate a key role for year-specific ecological factors as moderators of behavioural stability, a finding that should inform future experimental study designs.

**Individual differences in stability**
For minimum frequency, we found cross-year repeatability in stability. In great tits, as little as half of the breeders survive between years (Bauchau & Van Noordwijk, 1995), implying that individuals were repeatable over biologically relevant timespans. Previous studies did not measure song stability over multiple years, and neither accounted for within-individual variation among years; nonetheless, several assumed that individuals were repeatable (Table S1). Of course, individual repeatability is required for song stability to serve as a signal of ‘individual quality’, whether shaped by early-life conditions and/or by genetic make-up (Bartsch et al., 2016; Holveck et al., 2008). As repeatability sets an upper limit to heritability (Falconer & Mackay, 1996), our analogous estimates for individuality in stability imply it might be able to evolve. Important, because signals of individuality in stability were present for minimum frequency but not for phrase length, different aspects of song stability likely vary in evolvability (Houle, 1992).

Repeatability of behavioural stability is receiving increasing attention (Biro & Adriaenssens, 2013; He et al., 2017; Hertel et al., 2021; Highcock & Carter, 2014; Jolles et al., 2019; Mitchell et al., 2016; Prentice et al., 2020; Stamps et al., 2012). Surprisingly little theory exists that formally predicts the emergence of repeatability of stability. For signalling behaviour, individual variation in stability might persist if traded-off with other costly traits, such as song length or duration (Sakata et al., 2008; Schuett et al., 2010), leading to a shallow fitness landscape where selection cannot easily erode standing variation (e.g. Mangel & Stamps, 2001). Mean-variance correlations are potentially important candidate mechanisms here (Briffa et al., 2013; Highcock & Carter, 2014; Prentice et al., 2020; Rönnergård et al., 2010). An example is the trade-off between accuracy (mean) and precision (variance) (Duckworth et al., 2018; Sih & Del Giudice, 2012).
A possible functional explanation for our findings is, however, that “individual quality” attributable to genetic make-up or early life conditions (silver spoon and developmental stress effects) explains why some birds can sing both low-frequency and stable songs. If both traits are favoured, their correlation assists evolution (Schluter, 1996), and directional sexual selection would then act to erode standing variation (Lande & Arnold, 1983). The persistence of repeatable individual variation may then result from mutation-selection balance (Desai & Fisher, 2007) or involve trade-offs detailed above. However, as we did not find evidence for selection, the former explanation (mutation-selection balance) hinges on the notion that directional selection would act via other pathways. For example, stable singers might lose less paternity within their nests or acquire more extra-pair offspring (Araya-Ajoy et al., 2016). Regarding the latter explanation (trade-offs), we know that some behavioural types are less plastic, thus behaving more predictably (He et al., 2017; Mitchell et al., 2016; Stamps et al., 2012; but see Hertel et al., 2021). Ultimately, future studies should focus on identifying trait correlations, and study direct vs. indirect pathways of selection (Martin et al., 2017; Prentice et al., 2020). Unpredictable behaviour may also persist because of fluctuating selection (e.g. costs varying with predation risk). Understanding the maintenance of individual variation in stability will thus require integrating studies of quantitative genetics and selection (Martin et al., 2017; Prentice et al., 2020).

**Selection on behavioural stability**

Song stability can affect within-pair reproductive success via two non-independent pathways, none of which were supported. First, pairs might mate assortatively with respect to quality, either by mutual mate choice, preference, or competition (Holveck & Riebel, 2010; Jiang et al., 2013). If
stable singing signals male quality, and assortative mating for quality occurs, we would expect stable singers to have mated with females that breed early and (thus) produce larger clutches (Araya-Ajoy et al., 2016; Hatchwell, 1991; Abbey-Lee & Dingemanse 2019). Second, if song stability predicts quality in terms of competitiveness, we expect them to occupy high-quality territories, or provide the best parental care: stable singers should then be more successful in raising offspring, independent of female quality. None of those predictions were supported, casting doubt on the validity of the idea that song stability represents a fitness indicator by signalling quality.

Some studies imply that stable singers mate with early-breeding females, or produce more offspring, but that they are not more able to attract a mate (Byers et al., 2015; Taff et al., 2012). It is possible that great tits are an exception where unstable singers are less likely to become breeders. Testing this explanation would require comparisons of bird song between single and settled males. We view such explanations as unlikely for two reasons. First, the empirical evidence for song stability representing a proxy for male quality is scarce. Second, datasets biased towards stable singers apparently still harbour sufficient individual variation in stability to demonstrate nonzero repeatability; the same should be true for fitness effects. Third, selection acting through female preference is highly species- and trait-specific (Macdougall-Shackleton, 1997; Soma & Garamszegi, 2011). In great tits, repertoire size, rather than other song traits may affect female choice, survival and reproduction (Baker et al., 1986; McGregor et al., 1981; Rivera-Gutierrez et al., 2010). Finally, meta-analyses imply that the available estimates demonstrating effects on within-pair reproductive success might be biased upward due to publication biases and experimental confounds (Soma & Garamszegi, 2011). Our finding that stability and reproductive success are not linked might thus genuinely match the true patterns in nature.
Single vs. multi-year studies and types of repeatability

Individual differences in aspects of bird song stability were both repeatable within and across years. These two aspects of individuality have different proximate underpinnings. The former is fully attributable to reversible plasticity, the latter to permanent environmental effects plus genetic variance (Araya-Ajoy et al., 2015; Araya-Ajoy & Dingemanse, 2017). Study designs enabling the estimation of these two components thereby greatly further our understanding of proximate underpinning of bird song. We wholeheartedly recommend that bird song research starts broadly implementing such multi-year sampling schemes, and associated statistical approaches, introduced in this paper. For example, to what extent is repertoire size repeatable within vs. among years? And do other metrics of stability in other species show the same patterns we demonstrated?

Importantly, evidence for within-year repeatability can arguably be interesting in its own right. Even if the trait is not repeatable over years, it implies that male phenotypes are stable within breeding seasons and thus may be accurately estimated by receivers (e.g., mates, competitors). Indeed, any (sexual) selection imposed by actions of conspecifics will likely be in response to the male’s behavior(al stability) expressed in a given year, in part because receivers cannot estimate a male’s overall long-term mean. Single-year studies can thus be useful, particularly in identifying mechanisms of selection. Those should, however, be interpreted with extreme caution: recent studies show that estimates of selection on repeatable traits that are plastic (or measured with error) can be highly biased when based on this type of data (Dingemanse et al., 2021; Ponzi et al., 2018). The solution would therefore be to ensure that individual-specific environment effects are estimated regardless, which strictly requires multiyear studies.
Conclusion

We show that song stability is repeatable across years in wild great tits. Song stability was also plastic, changing over the season and with supplementary food manipulations. We sampled males for their songs both within and among years, which revealed substantial pseudo- and genuine individual repeatability. Great caution is thus required in studying individuality in bird song, for which single-year studies are ill advised. Repeatability and plasticity in stability differed among traits, implying that stability may not always be functional or serve trait-specific functions. Finally, we found no evidence for selection on song stability, which questions the validity of the common assumption that song stability signals male quality. Further work is required to test whether this conclusion holds for other ways by which birds differ in song stability, and thereby address whether reported patterns are species- or context-specific versus generally applicable.
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